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a b s t r a c t

A numerical model coupling electromagnetic field and plasma arc impact with multiphase

transport phenomena such as flow, heat transfer and solidification for the vacuum arc

remelting (VAR) process is proposed. 3D simulations of the VAR process for refining a

Titanium-based (Tie6Ale4V) alloy are made. Different arc distributions (diffusive,

constricted centric, constricted eccentric, and rotating arcs) under an axial magnetic field

(AMF) are studied, focusing on their impact on the flow patterns and the resulting melt pool

of the as-solidifying ingot. Simulation results show that diffusive arc leads to a shallow

symmetrical melt pool; constricted centric and rotating arcs lead to electro-vortex flow and

the symmetrical melt pool; constricted eccentric leads to electro-vortex flow as well, but

the deepest non-symmetrical melt pool.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Thermal energy is supplied through a DC arc to melt the tip of

the electrode (impure alloy), aiming at producing ultra-clean

alloys such as stainless steel, Nickel-based, and Titanium-

based alloys in the vacuum arc remelting (VAR) process. The
oben.ac.at (A. Kharicha).
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forming droplets at the tip of the melting electrode pass

through the vacuum to reach themelt pool, which solidifies in

a water-cooled mold to build the high-grade alloy ingot, as

schematically shown in Fig. 1(a). Meanwhile, unfavorable

elements with high vapor pressure like Pb, Sn, Bi, and Cu are

evaporated under vacuum conditions. Low-density oxide
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Fig. 1 e (a) Schematic representation of the VAR process; (b) A cross-section of the VAR process is shown to indicate different

regions and boundaries.
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inclusions as contaminants are transferred to the exterior

surface of the ingot near the mold.

Most often, an external axial magnetic field (AMF) is

deliberately introduced to stabilize the arc [1e6] that in turn

can affect various phenomena in VAR, including the behavior

of cathode spots emanating the plasma arc at the tip of the
melting electrode [1,2,7,8], the distribution and movement of

arc plasma [9e11], the thermal radiation in the vacuum [12],

the solidification (macrosegregation and grain structure) of

the ingot [13e21], and the interplay between the electromag-

netic field and the flow as known as magnetohydrodynamics

(MHD) in the melt pool [19e22].
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The flow greatly influences the thermal field and solidifi-

cation of the ingot in the melt pool of VAR. The latter is gov-

erned by thermosolutal buoyancy and Lorentz force, which

arises from the interaction between the electric current den-

sity and both self-induced, axial magnetic fields (AMF) [23].

The self-induced magnetic field (dominantly in the azimuthal

direction) is originated in the imposed electric current flowing

through the entire system. The electric current density field

on the top of the ingot and consequently within the melt pool

is governed by the arc distribution in the vacuum region.

From a modeling point of view, mainly aiming to study

MHD in the melt pool and solidification of the ingot using

axisymmetric assumption, it is convenient/sufficient to define

the arc distribution at ingot top customarily using a Gaussian

distribution [17,20,24e26]. For that purpose, a parameter,

namely arc radius (fraction of ingot radius), is introduced

[17,20,24e26]. A low arc radius represents a constricted,

whereas a high arc radius indicates a diffusive arc. Such an

approach is adequate when the arc remains centric during the

entire operation of VAR. Herein, we extend this scheme to

include other frequently in-situ observed arcs during VAR

[27e29]. Thus, we put forward four types of arcs, including

diffusive, constricted centric, constricted eccentric, and

constricted rotating arc.

In the present study, we perform a comprehensive inves-

tigation on the impact of the aforementioned arc types under

an axial magnetic field (AMF) on transport phenomena in a

VAR process of a titanium-based (Tie6Ale4V) alloy. The

electromagnetic and thermal fields are computed in the mold

and ingot. Additionally, influences of flow patterns arising

from different arc types on the solidification of the ingot are

thoroughly analyzed. Ultimately, the obtained numerical re-

sults can help engineers improve the design and operational

parameters of the VAR process.
2. Modeling

All governing equations and boundary conditions related to

flow, electromagnetic, and thermal/solidification fields are

discretized considering the Finite Volume Method (FVM).

Several User-defined functions (UDF) [30] are implemented in

the commercial CFD software, ANSYS FLUENT v.17.1, to

account for special boundary conditions and modeling equa-

tions related to the MHD in the melt pool, arc, solidification,

etc.

For the sake of simplicity and to avoid extra complexity,

the following assumptions are made for all simulations:

(i) The ingot top, which is in direct contact with the plasma

arc, is assumed to be stationary and flat. To implicitly

account for the impact of arc, a Gaussian distribution of

electric current density on the ingot top is assumed

[20,24e26]. Details will be further elucidated after

introducing governing equations.

(ii) The electrode, mold, ingot, and arc participate in a

complex radiative heat exchange within the vacuum

region [12,31]. Considering the small difference between

the electrode and ingot diameters in VAR, a simplified

approach assuming the well-known StefaneBoltzmann
law with an emissivity coefficient of 0.9 is used to

determine the radiation heat transfer rate from the

electrode tip to the ingot top. Whilst the temperature

field at the ingot top is computed, the experimental

measurement of the temperature of the electrode tip

during the operation is utilized. The latter is reported to

be ca. 150 K above the liquidus of the alloy [7].

(iii) The formation of droplets at the electrode tip and their

dripping in the vacuum zone are not tracked. Droplets

convey mass, energy, and momentum to the melt pool.

Thus, source terms are introduced to governing

equations of continuity, momentum, and energy to

implicitly take into account the impact of droplets on

transport phenomena in the melt pool. Derivations and

formulas of those source terms are extensively

described in Ref. [32].

(iv) At the top edge of the ingot adjacent to the mold, where

the as-solidified shell is still “soft”, or the alloy is liquid,

a pre-defined contact (20 mm) is assumed. Below the

contact zone, the ingot shrinks away from the mold to

form an air gap, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
2.1. Governing equations

The A-4 method is used to compute the electromagnetic field

[33,34], where A is magnetic vector potential, and 4 denotes

electric scalar potential. Electric potential is calculated

through the conservation equation of electric current density

(V, j
! ¼ 0). The current density includes two parts as follows:

j
!¼ � sVf� s

vA
!
vt

: (1)

The electric conductivity (s) andmagnetic permeability (m0)

of metals are needed to calculate magnetic field ( B
! ¼ V� A

!
)

through,

j
!¼V�

�
1
m0

V� A
!�

� V

�
lp

m0

V , A
!�

(2)

To ensure a unique solution to Eq. (2), the Coulomb gauge

(V,A
! ¼ 0) is satisfied [33]. Additionally, a penalty function

term (lp) between zero and one in an ad-hocway is introduced

to enforce zero divergence of the magnetic field [32,35,36].

Eventually, the calculated Lorentz force ( F
!

L ¼ j
!� B

!
) is added

as momentum source term for the flow calculation.

An enclosed region with a diameter of three times larger

than that of the mold is considered where all magnetic vector

potential components (axial, radial, and tangential) are set to

zero. Continuity of magnetic potential is considered at all

interior boundaries [35,36]. The air gap is electrically insu-

lating. Thereby a zero flux of electric potential is used. The

magnitude of electric potential at the mold top is zero.

The electric current density (flux of electric potential) at

the ingot top is assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution

(jingot�top ¼
I0 exp

�
�r2

R2a

�
R Ri

0
2prexp

�
�r2

R2a

�
dr
) as described in assumption (i). I0 ,

Ri, and Ra are the magnitude of imposed current, ingot radius,

and arc radius respectively. Conventionally, the arc radius is
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Table 1 e Operating conditions of the VAR process
(Ref. [46]) used in our calculations.

Operation parameters

Ingot diameter (mm) 165

Electrode diameter (mm) 114

Mold length (mm) 800

Ingot length (mm) 545

Melt rate (kg/hr) 58.8

Gap length (mm) 15

DC current (kA) 2.5

BAMF (G) 45

Reversal time (s) 10
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defined as a fraction of the ingot radius [20,24e26]. The peak of

current density is located at the central axis of the ingot for

both the diffusive arc (Ra ¼ 0:7Ri) and constricted centric

arc (Ra ¼ 0:2Ri). However, the distance of the peak

value of constricted eccentric arc (Ra ¼ 0:2Ri) and rotating arc

(Ra ¼ 0:2Ri) from the central axis is tantamount to the mid-

radius of the electrode [27e29]. Experimental measurements

revealed that the time period of a single rotation around the

center is in the range of one to 20 s for the rotating arc [27e29].

In the present study, we simulate the rotating arc considering

20 s for the time period for rotational motion.

The flow field is calculated considering continuity, Eq. (3),

and momentum, Eq. (4), conservations as follows:

vr

vt
þV,ðru!Þ ¼ 0 (3)

v

vt
ðru!ÞþV,ðru!u!Þ ¼ �Vpþ V,

�
meff ðVu!þVu!TÞ

�

þ r0 g
!
bðT�T0Þ þ F

!
L þ F

!
P (4)

meff denotes the effective viscosity including turbulence; p is

the pressure; g! is the gravity constant; b is the thermal

expansion coefficient; r0 and T0 are reference density and

reference temperature respectively to calculate thermal

buoyancy according to Boussinesq approximation; F
!

L and F
!

P

are Lorentz and interdendritic drag forces respectively. The

latter appears inside the mushy zone of solidifying ingot, and

it is determined through the isotropic model of Kozeny-

Carman [24,26,37,38],

F
!

P ¼ �Amushð1� fÞ2
f3

ðu!�usÞ: (5)

A large value (e.g. 108) for mushy zone constant (Amush) en-

sures smooth suppression of flow within the mushy zone; us

denotes the casting speed; f is liquid volume fraction which is

linearly correlated to temperature (T), alloy liquidus tempera-

ture (TLiq) and alloy solidus temperature (TSol) [17e22,25,26,37],

f¼min

�
1; max

�
0;

T� TSol

TLiq � TSol

��
: (6)

The non-slip boundary condition is considered at the

ingot-mod interface and air gap boundaries, whereas the ingot

top condition is free-slip. In addition, the casting speed (us) is

specified at the ingot bottom.

The thermal field is calculated through the enthalpy (h)

conservation equation:

v

vt
ðrhÞþV , ðru!hÞ¼V ,

�
leffVT

	þ S: (7)

leff denotes effective thermal conductivity, including the ef-

fect of turbulence, and the source term (S ¼ � v
vt ðrLfÞ� LusVf)

describes the impact of solidification latent heat where L is the

latent heat of fusion of alloy.

The thermal boundary condition at the ingot top is

modeled considering radiative heat exchange as thoroughly

described in assumption (ii). Heat transfer coefficient of

500 W
m2K is specified for the contact area at the ingot-mold

interface and ingot bottom [39,40], whereas the heat transfer

coefficient of 7000 W
m2K is prescribed at mold-water interface
[20,26,32,41]. The air gap is a conjugate wall where radiation

heat transfer from the ingot to the mold is considered to

complete all necessary boundary conditions for the thermal

field in the entire system [20,39,41].

The Scale-Adaptive Simulation (SAS) model is utilized to

account for the turbulence in the melt pool [42,43]. SAS is

insensitive to the grid spacing of the near wall cells, effective,

and fairly as accurate as of the LES model with lower

computational cost [42,43]. Many researchers extensively

used two-equation models of turbulence such as SAS to

calculate turbulent flow in metallurgical and remelting

processes [19e22,24e26,32,44,45].

2.2. Other settings

A very fine mesh is generated for simulation activities

involving a total number of ca. 0.6 million mesh elements for

the full 3D calculation to accurately predict transport phe-

nomena. Transient calculations are performed. The pool

profile becomes firmly steady after sufficient calculation time

despite the transient nature of field structures such as veloc-

ity, thermal, and electromagnetic fields. This implies that the

process reaches a quasi-steady state. As the turbulent flow is

spatially disordered in the melt pool, a statistical analysis of

the flow is carried out to characterize the transient behavior of

the flow and to determine the quasi-steady state results. De-

tails will be further described in the section “4. Discussions”.

An experimental investigation was conducted by Hosa-

mani et al. [46] to study the effect of an axial magnetic field

(AMF) on the solidification behavior of a Titanium-based

(Tie6Ale4V) alloy ingot produced through vacuum arc

remelting (VAR) process. Herein, their experimental setup is

used to configure our numerical model. Geometrical data and

operational parameters of the process are listed in Table 1. For

our simulations, all requiredmaterial properties of Tie6Ale4V

alloy (e.g. heat capacity, thermal conductivity, etc.) that are

mostly temperature-dependent are extracted from Refs.

[47e50]. A summary of the properties is available in Ref. [51].
3. Results

In the present study, the VAR process operates under a time-

varying axial magnetic field (AMF) with a reversal time of 10 s

for the direction of the magnetic field. In other words, the

direction of AMF is upward in the first 10 s, whereas the

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.05.036
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Fig. 2 e Electric current density (contour) and Lorentz Force (vector) fields at ingot top: (a) diffusive; (b) constricted centric; (c)

constricted eccentric; (d) rotating arcs.
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direction is downward in the next 10 s. This cycle continues

during the whole operation of the process [46]. Herein,

different scenarios regarding the distribution of arc on the

ingot top surface such as diffusive, constricted centric, con-

stricted eccentric, and rotating arcs are investigated. The

global distribution of electric current density within the VAR

process is well-known [20,25,26]. A fraction of electric current

flows through the contact area at the ingot-mold interface,

and part of the current directly travels toward the ingot bot-

tom [20]. The arc delivers the electric current to the ingot top

surface. Thus, the electric current density distribution at the

ingot top significantly influences the magnetic field and,

consequently, the distribution of Lorentz force, as shown in

Fig. 2. As pointed out in “2. Modeling”, a Gaussian distribution

of electric current density for the diffusive arc (Ra ¼ 0:7Ri),

Fig. 2(a), constricted centric arc (Ra ¼ 0:2Ri), Fig. 2(b), con-

stricted eccentric arc (Ra ¼ 0:2Ri), Fig. 2(c), and rotating arc

(Ra ¼ 0:2Ri), Fig. 2(d), is considered. The distance of the peak

value of constricted eccentric and rotating arcs from the

central axis is equivalent to the mid-radius of the electrode

[27e29]. The intensity of the electric current increases as the

radius of the arc decreases. As a consequence, strong local

Lorentz force is predicted for centric, eccentric, and rotating

arcs. In contrast, the force distributes in a relatively smooth

way from the center of the ingot toward themold, as shown in

Fig. 2. In all cases, the force converges inwardly toward the
center of the arc, where the peak value of electric current

density exists. Additionally, the entire force field slightly

rotates in the counterclockwise direction. Of note, the field

switches to rotate clock wisely as the direction of AMF

changes from upward to downward. To simulate the rotating

arc, we simply require to rotate the calculated Lorentz force

vector field considering eccentric arc in the entire domain

about the central axis of ingot (z-direction) as shown in

Fig. 2(d). As anticipated, the arc distribution can remarkably

influence MHD and heat transfer in the melt pool. To effec-

tively demonstrate field structures like flow or thermal fields

using images due to the transient character of AMF. Therefore,

transient results are shown through animations in

supplemental materials including “Diffusive_Arc.avi”, “Cen-

tric_Arc.avi”, “Eccentric_Arc.avi”, and “Rotating_Arc.avi”.

Readers are highly encouraged to observe those animations.

In the following, we illustrate a few snapshots at different

times of field structures for all arc types aiming at exploring

the interplay between various transport phenomena within

VAR. Unlike the animations, the computational domain is

shown partially (only top ingot near melt pool) in all figures to

illustrate concisely but more concretely the field structures

presented in this paper.

Considering the diffusive arc, snapshots at different times

for variations of thermal and velocity (magnitude and direc-

tion) fields starting sometime (t0) in the middle of the process

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.05.036
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.05.036


Fig. 3 e Snapshots at different times of velocity and thermal fields in themelt pool starting sometime (t0) in themiddle of the

process are shown. The transparent semi-sphere illustrates the diffusive arc.
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are illustrated in Fig. 3. At this moment, the direction of AMF

switches to become upward. Consequently, the developed

flow which rotates clock wisely slows down. Shortly after-

wards, the velocity in the axial direction increases that in turn

enhancing advection of the hot melt from the ingot top near

the center of the arc to the bulk of the melt pool, as shown at

the time (t0 þ2 s). As time proceeds, the strong toroidal flow in

the counterclockwise develops once again as indicated at time

(t0 þ8 s). Accordingly, the stirring of melt is promoted, and the

thermal field becomes relatively uniform. The direction of

AMF alters at the time (t0 þ10 s) to become downward; hence

the toroidal flow slows down as shown at the time (t0 þ12 s).

Soon after, the toroidal flow, which rotates clock wisely,
Fig. 4 e Snapshots at different times of velocity and thermal field

process are shown. The transparent blunt cone illustrates the c
develops that was described/shown for the time (t0). This

cycle continues during the entire operation of the process.

Details regarding time evolution of velocity and thermal fields

within the bulk ofmelt pool and ingot top are illustrated in the

animation “Diffusive_Arc.avi”.

Considering the constricted centric arc, snapshots at

different times for variations of thermal and velocity fields

start sometime (t0) in the middle of the process are shown in

Fig. 4. The overall behavior of the process is similar to that of

the diffusive arc. In essence, the toroidal flow slows down and

changes its direction as the direction of AMF switches.

Meanwhile, the axial flow in the bulk of melt under the

shadow of the constricted centric arc intensifies. Thereby, the
s in themelt pool starting sometime (t0) in themiddle of the

onstricted centric arc.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.05.036
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hot melt is advected from the ingot top to the bulk of the melt

pool. Lorentz force (Fig. 2) and consequently central axial ve-

locity for the constricted centric arc is stronger than that of

diffusive arc. Thus, the hotmelt can travel a longer distance to

deepen the melt pool in the case of a constricted centric arc

compared to a diffusive arc. Details regarding time evolution

of velocity and thermal fields inside the bulk of melt pool and

ingot top for constricted centric arc are illustrated in the

animation “Centric_Arc.avi”.

Considering the constricted eccentric arc, snapshots at

different times for variations of thermal and velocity fields

start sometime (t0) in the middle of the process are illustrated

in Fig. 5. Here, the transient flow field under AMF closely re-

sembles the flow pattern of a centric arc. Thus, a strong

electro-vortex flow develops. However, the peak value is off-

center, leading to a non-symmetrical pool profile. Shortly

after the alteration of the direction of AMF and deceleration of

the clock wisely rotating flow at the time (t0 þ2 s), the con-

stricted eccentric arc enforces the liquidmelt to flow vertically

near the mold. Consequently, a non-uniform thermal field

and a non-symmetrical pool profile develop. Details regarding

the time evolution of velocity and thermal fields inside the

bulk of melt pool and ingot top for constricted eccentric arc

are illustrated in the animation “Eccentric_Arc.avi”.

Snapshots at different times for the rotating arc are illus-

trated in Fig. 6. The arc rotates clock wisely, considering 20 s

for the time period for rotational motion. Herein, both the

alteration of the direction of AMF and the rotation of arc can

influence the flow in the azimuthal direction. A complex flow

pattern is predicted. Regardless of the location of the arc, an

axial flow under the shadow of the arc is observed. Far away

from the arc, the azimuthal flow (clockwise/counter-clock-

wise) is governed by the direction of AMF (downward/up-

ward), similar to what was previously described for other

types of arc. The thermal field becomes relatively uniform in

the melt due to rigorous mixing. Unlike the aforementioned

thermal fields for other arcs, the hottest region of the melt
Fig. 5 e Snapshots at different times of velocity and thermal field

process are shown. The transparent blunt cone illustrates the c
pool is not located under the shadow of the rotating arc.

Indeed, the hot melt on the ingot top is advected by the 3D

chaotic flow in the melt pool, which is thoroughly demon-

strated in the animation “Rotating_Arc.avi”.
4. Discussions

The flow in the melt pool is transient, chaotic, and spatially

disordered. A convenient way of characterizing the instanta-

neous velocity field in such transient flow is utilizing statis-

tical parameters such as the mean velocity and the variance.

The former enables us to identify the average velocity, and the

latter helps us to extract velocity fluctuations everywhere

inside the melt pool.

Mean velocity components in all directions (ux, uy, and uz)

are extracted to compute the average speed in the melt pool,

kuk ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ux

2 þ uy
2 þ uz

2
q

, as well as the variance of velocity

components in all directions (s2i ¼ 1
N

PN
n¼1

ðui � uiÞ2; i ¼ x;y;z:)

during transient simulations. Calculations were carried out

over a long period of physical process time (~50 min) with ca.

50,000 total number of samples (N) to achieve statistical

invariance.

The results of our analysis are illustrated in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

Themean velocity field is predicted to beminimalwithout any

specific flow pattern considering the diffusive arc, as shown in

Fig. 7(a). The well-known electro-vortex flow develops with

the peak value under the arc shadow for the constricted

centric arc, as shown in Fig. 7(b). An intense electro-vortex

flow with the peak value situated away from the center axis

is predicted for the constricted eccentric arc, as shown in

Fig. 7(c). The rotational motion of the arc can significantly

influence the mean velocity field, as indicated in Fig. 7(d). The

peak value ofmean velocity is located on the rotational path of

the arc.
s in themelt pool starting sometime (t0) in themiddle of the

onstricted eccentric arc.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.05.036
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Fig. 6 e Snapshots at different times of velocity and thermal fields in themelt pool starting sometime (t0) in themiddle of the

process are shown. The transparent blunt cone illustrates the rotating arc.
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The calculated variance indicating fluctuations of the ve-

locity field is shown in Fig. 8. Notable fluctuations in the same

area near the ingot-mold interface and under the shadow of

the arc were predicted for constricted centric/eccentric arcs.

The diffusive arc did not exhibit a substantial fluctuation near

the center of the axis as the arc, and consequently, Lorentz

force (Fig. 2) was smoothly distributed around the ingot top. In

contrast, the peak value of fluctuation is adjacent to the center
Fig. 7 e Calculated mean velocity field in the melt pool: (a) diffu

arc; (d) rotating arc.
of the ingot (also the axis of the rotational path), as shown in

Fig. 8(d) for the rotating arc. Also, considerable fluctuations

along the path of rotation were observed. For all varieties of

arcs, the flow remains almost statistically invariant (slight

fluctuations) deep into the melt pool.

Despite transient flow in the melt pool, the pool profile

reaches a quasi-steady state. Conventionally, the pool profile

is an indicator of the internal quality of the ingot
sive arc; (b) constricted centric arc; (c) constricted eccentric

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.05.036
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Fig. 8 e Calculated variance of velocity field in the melt pool: (a) diffusive arc; (b) constricted centric arc; (c) constricted

eccentric arc; (d) rotating arc.
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[20,25,26,32,46]. A shallow and symmetrical melt pool pro-

motes unidirectional solidification and consequently the for-

mation of a segregation-minimal alloy ingot. The predicted
Fig. 9 e A comparison is made between the calculated pool

profile extracted from several cross-section cuts of ingot

considering varieties of arc and the experimentally marked

pool profile extracted from Ref. [46]. Reference [46] is

available under Creative Commons By Attribution 4.0 in:

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
pool profiles concerning different types of arcs are compared

with the experiment [46] in which Nickel particles were used

to mark the pool profile. Several cross-section cuts revolving

45� perpendicular to the ingot top and through the center axis

of the ingot are made to view the calculated pool profile.

A summary of the results is illustrated in Fig. 9.

The process operating under diffusive, constricted centric,

and rotating arcs produce a symmetrical pool as all profiles

extracted from different cross-section cuts completely over-

lap, as shown in Fig. 9. However, the constricted eccentric arc

promotes the formation of a deep non-symmetrical pool

profile, as indicated in Fig. 9. Thus, the radius and location of

the arc significantly impact the pool profile and consequently

the internal quality of the ingot. Based on the aforementioned

desired pool profile characteristics (e.g. shape and depth), the

highest quality of the ingot is achieved under a diffusive arc,

whereas the worst quality of the ingot is obtained under a

constricted eccentric arc.

Considering the experimental pool profile, as shown in

Fig. 9, a longitudinal section was taken from the central

portion of the ingot to reveal themelt pool profile. Apparently,

the pool profile is not perfectly symmetrical. A reasonable

agreement is observed between numerical results, especially

for the diffusive arc and the experiment in the central part of

the ingot. However, a discrepancy between those results ari-

ses near the mold wall where a better match between the

experiment and the result through the eccentric arc is ach-

ieved. This implies that a combination of those arc types may

occur during the VAR operation. This study aids the industry

to understand the importance of arc control during VAR. By

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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analyzing an industry ingot with a marked pool shape,

compared to the simulation results, one can infer the possible

cause of arc eccentricity.
5. Summary

Several 3D simulations were performed to analyze the inter-

action between field structures such as thermal, magnetic and

flow fields in the vacuum arc remelting (VAR) process. We

classified four arc types: diffusive, constricted centric,

constricted eccentric, and rotating arcs. The influences of arc

types under an axial magnetic field (AMF) on the field struc-

tures and the quality of the final ingot considering pool profile

were examined. The main conclusions are as follows:

� The turbulent flow field is statistically analyzed. No specific

flow pattern was predicted considering diffusive arc,

whereas electro-vortex flow was observed considering

constricted centric, constricted eccentric, and rotating

arcs.

� The peak velocity is observed under the shadow of the arc

or the rotational path of the arc. Considerable velocity

fluctuations about themean value were detected under arc

shadow and near the ingot-mold interface.

� A symmetrical pool profile as an indicator of the internal

quality of the ingot was predicted considering diffusive,

constricted centric, and rotating arcs.

� The longest depth of pool for constricted eccentric arc, and

the shortest depth for diffusive arc were observed. Also,

the constricted eccentric arc results in a non-symmetrical

pool profile.

Numerical results are validated against an experiment to

correlate the arc type with the pool profile of the melt. A

combination of all arc types may exist during a single opera-

tion of the VAR process that can prevent the formation of a

perfectly symmetrical pool profile. All transient results are

shown through animations in supplementary data.
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